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The CatalogueThe first nextgen TM RCA plugs which came on the 

market in 2003 initiated the gr eat success of WBT’ s
nextgenTM range of pr oducts, the next generation of
connectors. Never befor e has it become so appar ent
even to experienced hifi enthusiasts which loss of
sound indulgence can be caused by a “bad plug” and
how sound can become richer in detail, more dynamic
and opener if terminals with nextgen TM technology
connect your cable with your hifi system. This has pro-
vided striking evidence in a numer ous listening tests
over and over again … 

What lies behind nextgen TM is the idea that the plug
body as a whole does not function as a signal conduc-
tor anymore, but to separate the signal transfer fr om
the plug’s mechanical tasks. This is how it became
possible for the first time to use the best possible
electrical conductor namely one made of highly con-
ductive pure copper and silver as a signal conductor
and at the same time to minimize its mass. For the
mechanical functions and the plug body ther e have
been other (non-metal) materials applied like e.g.
glass fibre and mineral r einforced plastics. Ther efore
separate concepts have been developed. 

Audio signals run through this hint of signal conductor
apparently much mor e unstressed and fr ee of distur-
bances to a lar ge extent so that also you can enjoy
your music considerably mor e r elaxed. Because the
last hurdle of hardness and annoyance has just been
eliminated. 

No matter if you go for RCA plugs, sockets, pole 
terminals, spades or banana plugs… we ar e happy to
be able to offer you today everything what you require
in nextgenTM quality!

Technology

Central Contact Unit
of WBT RCA plugs

WBT pole terminal 
with signal conductor
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WBT began making RCA plugs in 1985 – with the 

aim of creating mechanically robust plugs with an 

innovative design as an alternative to the various 

unreliable shaped sheet metal parts that ruled the

audio market at the time. Twenty years on, company

founder Wolfgang. B. Thörner still devotes his energy

to ensuring that these tiny components used to

connect hifi equipment are of the highest possible

technical quality.

What began with the legendary WBT-0100 RCA plug

and its patented collet chuck mechanism was 

successfully continued with the WBT-0645 angled

banana plug, the incomparable sandwich spade and,

of course, countless superbly designed binding posts

for loudspeakers. Almost all of these products have

been patented. Today audio experts and, in particular,

the trade press are waxing lyrical about the latest WBT

innovation: nextgen. The company has taken advan-

tage of new technologies to make a good solution

even better. nextgen, the next generation of plugs from

WBT, puts the icing on the cake for music-lovers.

The focal point of WBT's operations is the new 

company headquarters in Essen-Kettwig, where ideas

for new products are born and products are manu-

factured. From here WBT plugs are exported to 

countries around the globe. Product know-how, a high

level of vertical integration and a pioneering spirit of

innovation have made WBT a byword throughout the

world for top-flight connection quality. This status is

underscored by the long list of highly reputed audio

equipment manufacturers who equip their top-of-the-

range products with WBT binding posts, for example.
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The WBT production process

Since 1985, the high quality of production operations at selected production sites in

Germany has contributed to put WBT’s pioneering solutions into practice. Precision 

engineering needs to be backed up by state-of-the-art machinery and qualified

employees who are optimally familiar with the latest process technology. WBT is

proud of the fact that it has been able to resort to both of these key resources for

more than 20 years now. The experience of our engineers ensures committed and

ongoing optimisation of our production techniques as well as absolute compliance

with monitoring and inspection processes during the various production stages. To

suit the requirements of the specific product, WBT uses both conventional lathe 

technology and computer-controlled CNC machines as well as sophisticated new

techniques in the area of punching, bending and injection moulding. The goal is, of

course, to achieve the best possible product quality.

Quality features of WBT plugs

…  Firm connection

WBT was the first manufacturer to systematically equip plugs and sockets (!) with

chuck, clamp or mandrel mechanisms. Since WBT came onto the scene, plugs are

not merely inserted but also clamped firmly in place. This means that WBT products

always adapt to ideally suit the connection mechanisms "on the other end", thereby

compensating for the frequency with which such mechanisms deviate from the 

standardised dimensions. And the strength and constancy of contact pressure is a

decisive factor in minimising transition resistances (or their exact reproducibility) –

one of the preconditions for unresisted signal flow.

…  Conductivity

The higher the conductivity of the plug material, the fewer obstacles there are along

the path taken by the signal. High and maximum conductivity is achieved by 

producing the signal conductors from pure copper or fine silver. Up to now it was not

possible to use these materials in their purest form, because copper and silver are too

soft to generate the required contact pressure as well as to even allow a reliable 

clamping. In the WBT Topline range a perfect balance between material strength and

conductivity is achieved by using a high-percentage copper alloy. The copper 

content in WBT Topline products are always higher than in the more affordable 

Midline plugs.

2003 WBT developed with the nextgenTM technique a state-of-the-art connector 

technology which let us enjoy the benefits of the highly desired pure copper and 

silver as conductor material up to the full.
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The product range of the RCA plugs is

offered by WBT in a particularly broad

spectrum. From hifi beginner to an

experienced audiophile: everybody

finds here the best plug for his cable or

his very special applications. 

The Topline and the Midline series fea-

ture a reliable and stable mechanics, an

utmost tightening force and long-life

cycle, especially comfortable possibili-

ty of cable assembling and the finest

machining. 

The nextgenTM series enables to open

up the world of sound of your hifi

system in its full richness, true to detail

and vital. nextgenTM are plugs designed

for music-lovers.
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Designed for cables up to 9 mm dia. (WBT-0144) and 

7.8 mm dia. (WBT-0147) the both RCA plugs offer a

reliable connection. The approved clamping device

guarantees for a long-lasting high contact pressure,

minimizes reliably the transition resistance and com-

pensates for any size variations of the outer contact

elements of the RCA females. The two-piece barrel

(finish: matt black) prevents the abrasion of the contact

elements due to the front ring element which does not

rotate simultaneously. 

The slotted central pin provides for an extra contact

pressure due to its spring feature. In case of WBT-0144

the contact pin is furthermore manufactured in a 

hollow conductor technology. Torx screws guarantee

an excellent cable strain relief. High conductivity is

provided for through brass being used as basic 

material, corrosion is eliminated due to the gold plated

surface of all contact elements. 

All soldering points are easy accessible. Even the small

dimensioned WBT-0147 can be soldered without any

problems because the terminal area for the minus

contact is placed on the back of the plug. 

RCA plugs – Midline –

Midline WBT-0144
Midline WBT-0147

with pat. clamping device

made from brass, gold plated

slotted contact pin

heat resistant Teflon insulation

easy accessible soldering points

secure cable strain relief

CHARACTERISTICS
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Midline WBT-0144

Midline WBT-0147
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The collect chucking device and slotted contact pin

provide also for these plugs for adaptability, long-

lasting high contact pressure as well as the least 

possible transition resistance. Easy accessible 

soldering points and the Teflon insulation enable an

easy and reliable soldering process on the cable. The

conductivity of the special copper alloy is particularly

high, the protection of the plug surface is guaranteed

by a 24K gold plating which is in addition also nickel-

free, thus non-magnetic. Highly precise machining with

tolerances of less than 2/100 mm!

The Torx screws with their fine thread allow for keeping

a perfect pressure for both strain relief of the cable and

the termination of crimped cable ends in case of 

WBT-0108. WBT-0108 is designed as a crimp version

plug and it is equipped with two crimp termi-

nation cages. They accept crimped cables up to 

4 mm2/11 AWG (plus contact up to 2.5 mm2/13 AWG)

without soldering. WBT-0108 accepts just like the

WBT-0101 cables up to 9 mm diameter. However 

the biggest cable cross section of 11.3 mm dia. is 

offered by the WBT-0150 which is otherwise identical

in construction to WBT-0101.

RCA plugs – Topline –

Topline WBT-0101 
Topline WBT-0108
Topline WBT-0150

with pat. clamping device

made from copper alloy

24K gold plating, nickel-free

slotted contact pin

heat resistant Teflon insulation

easy accessible soldering points

secure cable strain relief

CHARACTERISTICS
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Topline WBT-0150Topline WBT-0108Topline WBT-0101

The model WBT-0108 runs out and will not be available in 2010.
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For the audiophile gourmet: RCA plugs in nextgenTM quality

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0110 Cu
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0110 Ag
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CHARACTERISTICS

RCA plugs with nextgenTM technology 

© by WBT

Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0110 Cu
Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0110 Ag

With WBT-0110 Cu and Ag WBT has revolutionized 

the plug world in 2003. These plugs will enable you to

experience your hifi system in a new way. The inno-

vative nextgenTM technology has made it necessary to 

develop an almost completely new construction of the

RCA connectors. 

The core of the WBT development is a central contact

unit which consists of pure copper signal conductor

the mass of which has been reduced to the minimum.

The direct 24K gold plating is nickel-free, therefore

non-magnetic. Signal conductors made from silver are

passivated for the purpose of oxidation protection and

they have absolutely the highest conductivity. What

remained unchanged are the WBT clamping device

which ensures a contact pressure and the cable strain

relief in form of the well-proven Torx screws. 

The minimal mass of the contact elements and non

other metal elements in the plug which would disturb

the signal flow make the WBT-0110 absolutely free

from Eddy current and above all ultra wideband 

capable. The liveliness and definition of its signal tran-

sition can just not be surpassed. 

This RCA plug is highly recommended for digital appli-

cations (CD, AD converters etc.) because it provides

for a continuously matched connection thanks to its 

75 Ohms characteristic impedance (RCA plugs 

feature commonly a characteristic impedance of 

20 to 30 Ohms!). Designed for cables up to 9 mm dia.,

soldering connection technique. 

ultimate conductivity through pure copper or fine silver conductors

24 carat direct gold plated (or passivated), nickel-free

transmission width 1GHz (!)

absolutely no Eddy current (no more interferences)

with pat. WBT clamping device

reliable cable strain relief

with 75 ohms the perfect plug for digital connections
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RCA plugs with nextgenTM technology 

Topline nextgenTM    WBT-0102 Cu
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0102 Ag

same central contact unit like WBT-0110 

with pure copper or fine silver signal conductors

24 carat direct gold plated (or passivated), nickel-free

wideband capable (up to 200 MHz)

free from Eddy current to a large extent

with pat. WBT clamping device

reliable cable strain relief

excellent shielding against electromagnetic interfering fields

best RCA plug for analogue connections ever!

CHARACTERISTICS
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Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0102 Cu
Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0102 Ag

WBT-0102 is a symbiosis of the new accomplishment

of the nextgenTM technology with the solidity of the

well-proven WBT plug construction. Just like in case of

WBT-0110 it is the core element of WBT-0102 – the

central contact unit – earmarking the quality with the

reduced mass construction of the plus and minus 

conductors. The highly conductive copper or silver

conductors are also nickel-free direct gold plated (24K)

or passivated. WBT-0102 Cu lies with its superior

transmission bandwidth up to 200 MHz far in excess of

the transmission bandwidth of the conventional RCA

plugs. 

The body element is made of brass in order to accept

rigid and particularly thick cables. The metal connector

body is of course electrically uncoupled from the 

central contact unit und it is made of as little metal as

possible so that also the WBT-0102 is free from Eddy

current to a large extent.

Other than for digital outputs it is very important for

phono outputs (record players, microphones) to have a

good shielding against electromagnetic interfering

fields. The undesirable interspersions can be very high

depending on the nature of the devices and first of all

on what they are surrounded by. Hence WBT-0102 has

the more conductive and with the minus contact 

element connected brass clamping sleeve in order to

provide the necessary electromagnetic shielding.

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0152 Cu

Signature nextgenTM WBT-0152 Ag

same construction as WBT-0102 Cu and Ag, 

however designed for a larger cable diameter: up to

10.8 mm dia.
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Precision is the key when it comes 

to a tight connection and WBT RCA

sockets are unbeatable in this regard.

This is particularly the case when they

are produced with a tolerance of less

than 2/100 mm, as is the case of 

Topline connectors. All WBT RCA

sockets have an active spring internal

contact which adjusts to all RCA

connector pins. 

WBT offers both chassis versions

which are connected to the board by

means of cables, as well as board ver-

sions which are soldered directly to the

board, as well as screwed on. All are

equipped with a set of insulating disks,

offering the perfect solution for every

wall thickness. 

The gourmet version of the RCA

sockets is the nextgenTM series. The

superfine resolution of the sound

makes it possible to get used to the

new look very fast! 
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Like all Topline RCA sockets, WBT-0234 is made from

a copper alloy with a particularly high copper content

and is reliably protected against wear and oxidation 

by means of nickel-free gold-plating (24 carat). The

internal contact is made from pure, highly conductive

electrolyte copper and has directly applied nickel-free

gold-plating. It is also designed as an active spring

contact.  Double prismatic contacts are pressed onto

the central pin of the RCA connector by an encircling

bronze spring ring. This means a reliable contact is

guaranteed not only when using non-standard RCA

connectors, but also when the connector is inserted

and removed several times. 

The space between the solder feet is in line with the

7/10 inch (17.78 mm) matrix. Because of the additional

screw mounting, WBT board sockets are perfectly

strain relieved and sit firmly on the board. 

In the case of Midline board socket WBT-0274, only

the internal contact is soldered onto the board, while

the socket body is screwed on. 

Both models are finally fixed from the outside by

means of a convenient three-hole nut.

RCA sockets – Board versions –

Topline WBT-0234
Midline WBT-0274

active spring internal socket for secure contact

pure copper inner contact

24 carat gold plating 

additional screw mounting on the board

insulated, torsion-proof installation

adjustable mounting distance to the board

heat-resistant Teflon dielectric

CHARACTERISTICS
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Topline WBT-0234 Midline WBT-0274
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The housing versions also have a pure copper double-

prismatic contact with nickel-free direct gold-plating.

Its spring properties ensure optimum contact pressure

even for non-standard RCA connector pins. 

Mounting insulators are supplied and ensure not only

insulated but also twist-proof mounting as well as

polarity identification.

The basic body of the Topline WBT-0201 model is

made from a copper alloy with a high copper content

and is protected against oxidation by non-magnetic

24-carat gold plating. The dielectric is made from 

heat-resistant Teflon. 

Both models are finally fixed from the outside by

means of a convenient three-hole nut. All versions are

for soldering. 

RCA sockets – housing versions –

Topline WBT-0201
Midline WBT-0244

�

�

�

�

�

�

active spring internal socket for secure contact

pure copper inner contact

24 carat gold plating 

insulated, torsion-proof installation

adjustable mounting distance to the board

heat-resistant Teflon dielectric

CHARACTERISTICS
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Topline WBT-0201 Midline WBT-0244
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WBT-0210 Cu and Ag spoil the listener with their 

enormous transmission bandwidth of 1 GHz and abso-

lutely no Eddy current. Interference to the signal due to

Eddy currents are almost constitutional for standard

RCA constructions. This is why not only has the 

conducting material of both poles been reduced to a

minimum in the new nextgenTM configuration, but also,

in particular, the outer contact is formed as an (open)

double helix. 

The inner contact is actively sprung. The newly 

developed tulip contact has three segments, which,

thanks to an encircling bronze ring, press down 

permanently on the central pin of the RCA connector.

The contact pressure is thus guaranteed even after

numerous connections and disconnections. 

As with all nextgenTM models, the signal conductors are

made from pure copper (Cu) or fine silver (Ag). The

copper conductors are protected against oxidization

by means of 24-carat direct gold plating, and the silver

conductors by direct platinum plating. 

The changeover to the nextgenTM principle enables 

the RCA sockets (as with WBT-0110!) to be set to an

impedance of 75 Ohm (typ.), as required for digital

connections in particular. Thus the WBT-0210 Cu and

Ag also offer the benefits of an ideally adjusted

connection. 

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0210 Cu Ms 

Signature nextgenTM WBT-0210 Ag Ms 

Identical to WBT-0210 Cu and Ag, but with gold-plated

brass nut. All models are mounted from the outside. 

RCA sockets with nextgenTM technology 

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0210 Cu
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0210 Ag

maximum conductivity thanks to pure copper or 

fine silver conductors for + and - 

absolutely free from Eddy currents (no interference) 

transmission bandwidth of 1 GHz (!) 

inner contact designed as tulip contact with spring ring

outer contact in the form of a patented double wave contact

75 Ohm (typ.) characteristic impedance

CHARACTERISTICS
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Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0210 Cu

Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0210 Ag
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All WBT banana connectors have a

solid terminal mechanism: the contact

pin is expanded by a central spike and

guarantees a firm position and perma-

nent contact pressure. 

20 years ago WBT developed the 

first connector in the audio industry

designed for the crimping technique -

the WBT-0600. Although this connec-

tion technique was little known among

audiophiles at the time, WBT has suc-

ceeded in establishing this technology

in the market for loudspeakers and has

found many imitators since. It is hardly

surprising that all loudspeakers from

WBT now use crimp connection. 

In addition to the technical benefits 

for thicker cable cross sections in

particular, even inexperienced users

can easily assemble their own cables. 

WBT has once again set new 

standards with the new nextgenTM

banana plugs and sandwich spades.

WBT-0610 and WBT-0681 are the ne

plus ultra of loudspeaker connectors. 
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Topline WBT-0600 Midline WBT-0644

Topline plug WBT-0600 features solid construction. 

To avoid unnecessary transition resistances, it is 

produced from a single piece of copper alloy. Oxi-

dation is prevented by 24-carat gold plating, which is

nickel-free and thus non-magnetic. The sleeve has a

highly polished ruthenium finish. The expandable 

central pin means that the WBT-0600 will fit tightly into

any socket. This means not only a secure connection,

but also a constant high contact pressure and con-

stantly low transition resistances. 

WBT-0600 can be soldered or crimped. Those who

favor the crimping technique will use the relevant Torx

screws to permanently fix the crimped cable end and

as a reliable strain relief. WBT Torx screws run on 

special fine threads and maintain the applied pressure

perfectly. 

WBT-0644 is the Midline version of WBT-0600 and 

has the same mechanical characteristics. The only 

differences are that the copper content in the basic

body is slightly lower and the galvanic build-up of the

gold plating is less complex. 

All banana plugs can be used for wire cross sections

up to 10 mm2 (7 AWG). 

Topline WBT-0600
Midline WBT-0644

�

�

�

�

�

�

locking bananas with expandable contact pin 

for crimping or soldering 

WBT double Torx screw system 

easy to assemble 

24 carat gold plating 

perfect strain relief

CHARACTERISTICS

Banana plugs
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This is a top-class connector! By developing the 

oblique angle banana WBT-0645, WBT expanded 

the already mentioned properties of the ‘straight’

bananas WBT-0600 and WBT-0644 to include a 

number of decisive advantages: 

Because of its sloping angle, it takes up less space

and allows a compact set up of the equipment. WBT-

0645 is cable-friendly: the angle leads the cable direct-

ly to the ground so that it cannot be damaged through

kinking. WBT-0645 is also stackable. 

The WBT-0645 can be easily operated with one hand.

Thanks to the full Celidor insulation it is safe to touch

and CE and IEC compliant. The safety pin also pre-

vents accidental insertion into a power socket. 

Despite the angle, the body of the WBT-0645 plug is

formed from a single piece so as to avoid unnecessary

transition resistances. 

WBT-0645 can be used for cable cross sections up to 

10 mm2 (7 AWG).

Banana plugs

Midline WBT-0645

locking bananas with expandable contact pin 

crimping with WBT double Torx screw system 

compact and cable-friendly

stackable 

24 carat gold plating 

perfect strain relief

CE and IEC compliant 

CHARACTERISTICS
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Midline WBT-0645
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Delicately formed from pure copper - the signal 

conductor of the new nextgenTM banana plug 

WBT-0610 Cu. Directly gold-plated in a nickel-free

finish to prevent oxidation. This ensures high conduc-

tivity and no magnetic interferences. The contact pin is

shaped so that its three segments expand as the

spindle is twisted in. This way it can be secured in

every terminal type. The resulting constantly high

contact pressure guarantees permanently low tran-

sition resistances. 

Like the WBT-0645, the nextgenTM banana connector

also takes up less space and allows a compact set up

of the equipment. WBT-0610 is also cable-friendly: the

angle leads your cable directly to the ground and it

cannot be damaged through kinking. 

Despite the delicacy of the signal conductor, 

WBT-0610 is perfectly suited for the crimping tech-

nique. The two Torx screws are used to fix the crimped

cable end and the second screw secures your cable to

prevent strain. Thanks to the full insulation it is safe to

touch and thus CE and IEC compliant. The safety pin

also prevents accidental insertion of the plug into a

power socket. 

WBT-0610 Ag is identical to WBT-0610 Cu, but has a

pure silver signal conductor, the electrical conductor

with the absolutely highest conductivity. 

WBT-0610 can be used for cable cross sections up to 

10 mm2 (7 AWG).

The Banana plug for the genuine audiophile! 

Topline nextgenTM   

WBT-0610 Cu
Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0610 Ag

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0610 Cu
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0610 Ag

�

�

�

�
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signal conductor made from pure copper or fine silver

mass-reduced nextgenTM principle 

24 carat direct gold plating (nickel-free) 

secured with a central pin 

crimping with WBT double Torx screw system 

compact and cable-friendly

CE and IEC compliant

CHARACTERISTICS

Banana plugs with nextgenTM technology
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The basic concept behind the tried-and-tested WBT

sandwich spade has always been a minimalist signal

conductor made from pure copper (Cu versions). In line

with the nextgenTM principle, the plug body was largely 

designed to be free of metal in 2008. You can now 

look forward to an even more detailed and spacious

musical sound! 

The key to the unequaled quality of this spade is the 

special structure of the contact fork following the

patented sandwich principle: an elastomer is placed

between the signal conductor and a non-magnetic

steel cap. The results are a constantly high contact

pressure and minimalist transition resistances. Vibra-

tions are also successfully damped. Copper signal

conductors (Cu) are protected against oxidation by

nickel-free direct gold-plating, silver conductors (Ag)

are protected by platinisation. 

The connection to the cable is implemented in a 

crimp connection technique. Torx screws make the

connection reliable and secure against strain. The 

plug bodies are fully insulated and meet CE and IEC

safety requirements. 

WBT-0681 Ag is identical to WBT-0681 Cu, but has a

signal conductor made from fine silver. 

WBT-0681 can be used for wire cross sections up 

to 10 mm2 (7 AWG) and have a fork width of 8 mm 

(internal dimension). The WBT-0661 models only differ

in terms of the narrower fork width of 6 mm. 

Sandwich spades with nextgenTM technology

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0681 Cu
Topline nextgenTM WBT-0661 Cu
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0681 Ag
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0661 Ag

CHARACTERISTICS
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The Sandwich spade for the genuine audiophile! 

Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0661/0681 Cu

Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0661/0681 Ag

© by WBT

signal conductor made from pure copper or fine silver

mass-reduced nextgenTM principle 

24 carat direct gold plating (nickel-free) 

Sandwich fork for high contact pressure

Elastomer vibration damper

crimping with WBT double Torx screw system 

CE and IEC compliant 
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WBT pole terminals are truly little

masterpieces, symbols of quality with

high functional value. This is why they

can be found as built-in components

in so many high quality audio systems. 

With a wide range of more than a

dozen of terminals WBT would like to

enthuse hifi gourmets of all sound

tastes. WBT pole terminals feature

good haptics and offer universal inner

and outer termination options. 

The outer connection accepts banana

plugs, spades and crimped cable

ends. The inner connection enables

the cable to be soldered, crimped or

even screwed directly on a PCB board.

Their installation is always insulated

and perfectly secured against torsion. 

And for particularly spoiled ears there

are the WBT-0705 and WBT-0710, the

nextgenTM series among pole terminals

…
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Signature WBT-0702.11 
Signature WBT-0702.12
Topline    WBT-0702.01

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

pat. clamping mechanics for 4-mm banana plugs

extremely high contact pressure through fine pitch

thread and milled grooves

soldering or crimping (with a Torx screw) connection

highly conductive copper alloy

24K direct gold plating, nickel-free 

twist-proof mounting

puzzle plate system

CHARACTERISTICS

Pole terminals  – Signature / Topline –

Signature WBT-0702.11 Signature WBT-0702.12 Topline WBT-0702.01

WBT-0702.12 has the same

construction features as

WBT-0702.11, however with

platinum plated finish. 

WBT-0702.01 features also

the same construction, how-

ever with a standard gold

plating.

Superb mechanical properties, solid construction and

the two-piece clamping nut with a rotating pressure

piece ensure an extraordinary high contact pressure

and hence low and constant transition resistance level

– the precondition to minimize negative effects on the

sound quality. 

The elegant design of WBT-0730.11 is further 

enhanced by the high shiny gold plated surface. The

basic material which is an extraordinary conductive

copper alloy receives a special surface treatment. This

enables a nickel-free direct gold plating (24K). This way

corrosion and ferromagnetic influences are excluded.

The front part of the tightening nut clamps a 4-mm

banana plug firmly in place. Sandwich spades and

crimped cable ends (up to 6 mm2/9 AWG) can be 

securely attached through the (pat). WBT clamping nut

system. The cross-milled surface of the bottom of the

pressure piece creates a permanently secure connec-

tion with extremely low transition resistance. Besides,

the two-piece clamping nut prevents from splitting of

cable strands if blank cable ends are used.

The inner connection option accepts cables up to 

10 mm2 (7 AWG) which can be either soldered or 

crimped. For torsion-proof mounting please see 

page 26.
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Signature WBT-0730.11 
Signature WBT-0730.12
Topline    WBT-0735

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

CHARACTERISTICS

Pole terminals  – Signature / Topline –

© by WBT

Superb mechanical properties, solid construction and

the two-piece clamping nut with a rotating pressure

piece ensure an extraordinary high contact pressure

and hence low and constant transition resistance level

– the precondition to minimize negative effects on the

sound quality. 

The elegant design of WBT-0730.11 is further 

enhanced by the high shiny gold plated surface. The

basic material which is an extraordinary conductive

copper alloy receives a special surface treatment. This

enables a nickel-free direct gold plating (24K). This way

corrosion and ferromagnetic influences are excluded.

The front part of the tightening nut clamps a 4-mm

banana plug firmly in place. Sandwich spades and

crimped cable ends (up to 6 mm2/9 AWG) can be 

securely attached through the (pat). WBT clamping nut

system. The cross-milled surface of the bottom of the

pressure piece creates a permanently secure connec-

tion with extremely low transition resistance. Besides,

the two-piece clamping nut prevents from splitting off

cable strands if blank cable ends are used.

The inner connection option accepts cables up to 

10 mm2 (7 AWG) which can be either soldered or 

crimped. For torsion-proof mounting please see 

page 26.

with pat. clamping nut (two-piece tightening nut system)

extremely high contact pressure through 

fine pitch thread and cross-milled surface

soldering or crimping (with a Torx screw) connection

highly conductive copper alloy

24K direct gold plating, nickel-free 

twist-proof mounting

puzzle plate system

Signature WBT-0730.11 Signature WBT-0730.12 Topline WBT-0735

WBT-0730.12 has the same

construction features as 

WBT-0730.11, however with 

platinum plated finish. 

WBT-0735 features also the

same construction, however it is

fully insulated, hence CE and

IEC conformable.
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Pole terminals  – Midline –

Midline WBT-0763 
Midline WBT-0765
Midline WBT-0766

CHARACTERISTICS

23
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© by WBT

with pat. two-piece clamping nut 

extremely high contact pressure through fine pitch 

thread and cross-milled surface

soldering or crimping, screw-on pcb connection 

in case of WBT-0766

made from brass, gold plated 

twist-proof mounting

puzzle plate system

Midline WBT-0763 Midline WBT-0766Midline WBT-0765

WBT-0766 is equipped with a 

cylinder head screw with fan shape

washer for a direct screw-on

connection.

Superb mechanical features, solid construction and

the two-piece clamping nut with a rotating pressure

piece guarantee an extraordinary high contact 

pressure and hence low and constant transition resis-

tance level – the precondition to minimize negative

effects on the sound quality. 

Midline pole terminals are made from brass und 

well protected against oxidation thanks to their 

24K gold plated finish. All models – also the fully insu-

lated ones (!) – accept 4-mm banana plugs, sandwich 

spades (up to 8 mm contact fork) as well as crimped

cable ends (up to 6 mm2/9 AWG). The pat. clamping

nut system provides with its two-piece construction

and the cross-milled surface of the bottom of the 

pressure piece an extra tight connection and secure

attachment. Besides, the two-piece clamping nut 

prevents from splitting off cable strands if blank cable

ends are used.

The inner connection option of WBT-0763 and 

WBT-0765 accepts cables up to 10 mm2 (7 AWG)

which can be connected to the terminal via soldering

or crimping. WBT-0766 however offers a screw-on

connection technique which enables a direct PCB

board mounting or application of ring lugs. For torsion-

proof mounting please see page 26.

WBT-0765 and WBT-0766 are fully insulated and there-

fore CE and IEC conformable versions of WBT-0763.
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These new pole terminals are designed to spoil not

only your ears, but also your eyes. Their full metal

optics and haptics are really impressing. Please note:

What one finds inside is nextgenTM in its purest form!

The terminal’s body is made from extremely solid high-

tech plastic in which a highly conductive signal 

conductor is embedded. Thanks to the conductor’s

perfect shape WBT-0705 models allow all connection

possibilities: They accept 4-mm bananas just as crim-

ped cable ends up to 4 mm2 (11 AWG). Spade lugs can

even be inserted all around. An elastomer ring embed-

ded in the pressure nut optimizes strain relief as well as

anti-slip protection. In addition it acts as a damper eli-

minating structure born sound vibrations from the

contact level.

The inner termination is designed for soldering or 

clipping on a flat push-on cable shoe (6.3 mm). For

mounting of the terminals one can use the insulating

washer with a ‘nose’ and the puzzle plate system (page

26) as a reliable protection against torsion. The thread

of the terminal’s body is extended to insure the installa-

tion in housings up to 8 mm thickness. 

nextgenTM terminals are fully insulated and meet all

common standards and safety regulations.

WBT-0705 Cu features a signal conductor made from

pure copper. The oxidation protection is provided by a

nickel-free direct gold-plating (24 carat) which further-

more does not allow any ferromagnetic disturbances to

emerge. 

WBT-0705 Ag features the same construction as 

WBT-0705 Cu, however with signal conductor made

from fine silver, passivated.

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0705 Cu 
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0705 Ag

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

�

CHARACTERISTICS

Pole terminals  with nextgenTM technology

© by WBT

Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0705 Cu
Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0705 Ag

completely new innovative construction

minimalistic signal conductor made from pure copper or fine silver

24K direct gold plating, nickel-free 

accepts banana plugs, spades, crimped cable ends (4 mm2/11 AWG)

for soldering or flat push-on cable shoes

twist-proof mounting

fully insulated, CE and IEC conformable

puzzle plate system

From outside unknowable, but inside a truly nextgenTM!
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Pole terminals  with nextgenTM technology

Topline nextgenTM WBT-0710 Cu 
Topline nextgenTM WBT-0710 Cu mC
Signature nextgenTM WBT-0710 Ag

CHARACTERISTICS
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Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0710 Cu
Topline nextgenTM

WBT-0710 Cu mC
Signature nextgenTM

WBT-0710 Ag

© by WBT

WBT-0710 Cu offers the same range of connection

possibilities for your loudspeaker cable just like all

other WBT pole terminals. The inner termination is

designed for soldering or clipping on a flat push-on

cable shoe (6.3 mm). For mounting of the terminals one

can use the insulating washer with a “nose” and the

puzzle plate system (page 26) as a reliable protection

against torsion. 

Only an x-ray photo could reveal this innovative con-

struction: A novel and perfectly shaped signal conduc-

tor is embedded in a matrix of glass fibre and mineral

reinforced plastic. Its mass is reduced of course to the

minimum and is made from high conductive copper.

The oxidation protection is provided by 24K nickel-free

direct gold plating which is just perfect since it does

not allow any ferromagnetic disturbances to emerge. 

An additional elastomer damping ring keeps oscilla-

tions away from the contact level. An anti-magnetic

stainless steel strut provides for a perfect strain relief

inside the terminal. nextgenTM pole terminals are fully

insulated and meet all common standards and safety

regulations. 

WBT-0710 Cu mC features the

same construction as WBT-0710

Cu, however with matt chromium

finish outside. WBT-0710 Ag with

signal conductor made from fine

silver, platinum plated.

completely new innovative construction

minimalistic signal conductor made from pure copper or fine silver

24K direct gold plating, nickel-free 

accepts banana plugs, spades, crimped cable ends (4 mm2/11 AWG)

for soldering or flat push-on cable shoes

twist-proof mounting

fully insulated, CE and IEC conformable

puzzle plate system
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The power bridges have been designed quite in the

sense of the nextgenTM technology for bridging of 

bi-wiring terminals: The conductor material is pure

copper or fine silver which provides these power 

bridges the highest degree of conductivity. Oxidation

of the surface is effectively prevented by gold plating in

case of the copper version and by platinum finish in

case of the silver version.

The transparent insulation makes the bridges safe-to-

touch and provides CE and IEC conformity. WBT-0725

is additionally equipped with an Elastomer inlay for the

purpose of vibration damping.

These power bridges are designed for WBT pole 

terminals* where they can be easily hanged in and 

hanged out. The fully insulated pole terminals have

especially for this purpose a narrow slot in their Makro-

lon coat. 

The space between the pole terminal pairs (height)

must be exactly 60 mm, between the both poles at

least 30 mm!

*not for WBT-0702 and WBT-0705 series!

WBT puzzle plate system

Each WBT pole terminal is equipped with a black 

puzzle plate which provides torsion protection for the

mounted terminals. In case of thin cabinets please

tighten the counter nut hard enough that the “nose” of

the insulating washer snaps into one of the four 

notches. Ideal torque to be applied: 8.5 Nm. Besides,

the puzzle plates of a terminal pair can be clipped

together. This requires a distance of 30 mm (or 19 mm).

Topline Power Bridge   WBT-0725 Cu
Signature Power Bridge WBT-0725 Ag

�

�

�

�

�

power bridge, nextgenTM style

made from pure copper or fine silver

equipped with Elastomer as vibration damper 

fully insulated, CE and IEC conformable

easy handling

CHARACTERISTICS

Pole terminal accessories

© by WBT
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WBT mounting plates have been designed for a 

professional installation of all WBT pole terminals. 

They consist of a 3 mm stable aluminum plate, cylinder

head screws and a cellular rubber sealing. 6 (or 4)

countersunk boreholes to accept cylinder head screws

enable the plates to be mounted in a loudspeaker

chassis. The mounting plates can be installed on the

panel front or countersunk. Their stability is good

enough to accept the crossover to be mounted 

directly on the rear side of the plates. 

The space between the terminals of the bi-wiring 

plates has been determined in a way to enable using

the power bridges WBT-0725 on them. 

Brass straddling dowels are available upon request for

screws with metric thread.

Anodizing:  

aluminium silver (with last index number .05)

matt black         (with last index number .06)

WBT mounting plates can be equipped with all 

WBT pole terminals, but they are also available as kits

(with mounted pole terminals).

Mounting kits WBT-0716

Also this mounting plate enables a perfect installation

of WBT pole terminals into wooden speaker chassis. 

A solid brass plate with gold finish and a round plastic

counter plate keep the terminals at a distance of 

30 mm and prevent them from rotation and

loosening. Delivered also with a fan shape

washer.

Pole terminal assembly: Mounting plates

27
© by WBT

for single-wiring
WBT-0530.05 110 x 110 mm

for bi-wiring
WBT-0531.05 110 x 150 mm

for bi-wiring XL
WBT-0532.05 127 x 178 mm
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WBT has developed a whole line of

accessories to round out the connec-

tor range. Every single accessory part

is well conceived and enables such a

pleasant and easy installation of WBT

terminals.

You can tap the full potential of the

quality of WBT products using the fine

tools as well as cable end sleeves and

solder. The press form of the crimping

pliers WBT-0403 is matched perfectly

to the physiognomy of the crimpable

WBT plugs and the torque of the screw

driver WBT-0481 is set to the ideal

value of 5 dNm for WBT plugs. Also

the cable cutter which is very sharp

trims not only blank cables, but also

crimped cable ends without deforming

the sleeve. 

The Dynakey set WBT-0491 has be-

come a well-beloved tool not only for

audiophiles and it makes happy many

tools enthusiasts all over the world.F
in

is
h
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g

 T
o

u
ch

es
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WBT-0411 Crimping set

The right set for crimping beginners; it includes special

crimping pliers WBT-0403 and WBT cable end sleeves

in pure copper from 0.5-10 mm2 (20-7 AWG) with and

without insulation collar. In a handy plastic case. 

WBT-0403 Crimping pliers

Crimping pliers with a special jaw for multiple spike

pressing. Ideal for crimping of cable end sleeves from

0.5-16 mm2 (20-5 AWG) for WBT crimping plugs. Gold 

plated surface protects the jaw against corrosion.

Handy, plastic coated grips.

WBT-0499 Cable cutter

Cuts through fine-strand copper cables up to 16 mm2

(5 AWG) like a hot knife through butter. Ideal also for

stripping speaker cables. Very straight, high-precision

cut profile. Gold plated surface protects the jaw

against corrosion.

Cable end sleeves 

(with and without insulation collar)

WBT cable end sleeves are made from highly pure

copper, 24K gold plated. The flash direct gold plating

accepts plastic deformation caused by the crimping

procedure without any problems. Available in all stan-

dard sizes from 0.5-16 mm2 (20-5 AWG). 

As from 1.5 mm2 (15 AWG) sleeves available also with

a transparent insulation collar. Insulated cable end

sleeves provide additional anti-bend protection. 

Sleeves in sizes 1.5 - 6 mm2 (15–9 AWG) are available

also in fine silver and they feature an extremely high

conductivity. 

Perfect for termination of silver cables and WBT 

nextgenTM Signature connectors!

Finishing Touches Tools and crimp technique

© by WBT
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WBT-0481 Torque controlled Dynakey

High-precision tool with stylish design. Factory-set 

to 5 dNm for perfect mounting of all WBT plugs. Fitted 

as standard with a Torx T.6 bit for WBT mounting. 

Besides, it can also be fitted with all the bits from the

bit set WBT-0484. All bits are also available separately.

Other types available upon request.

WBT-0490 Dynakey set

Includes the torque controlled Dynakey WBT-0481 and

the bit assortment WBT-0484 with 18 top-grade 4-mm

bits (see complete bit list). The bits can be easily 

changed and ensure long service. The torque of the

dynakey is factory-set to 5 dNm and enables precise

operating. Delivered in a handy plastic case. 

WBT-0484 Bit set

18-pieces set with top-grade 4-mm bits made from

hardened chrome vanadium steel for WBT-0481.

Slot 1.5 mm Cross recess 000

2.0 mm 00

2.5 mm 0

3.0 mm 1

Torx T.6 Hex 1.3 mm

T.7 1.5 mm

T.8 1/16 inch 2.0 mm

T.10 3/32 inch 2.5 mm

WBT-0488 Angled Torx

Small Torx T.6 screw driver. Included as a standard in

all retail packs with WBT plugs being equipped with

Torx screw(s) for end users. 

WBT Silver solder

WBT silver solder is a high quality solder with 4% fine

silver content and halogen-free flux which is gentle on

precious metal surfaces.  

For end users there are 42g spools with 0.9 mm dia.

wire size available:

WBT-0800 melting temperature 178°/180°C

WBT-0805 melting temperature 216°/219°C (lead-free!)

Spools of 250g or 500g for production and workshop

requirements are also available.

Finishing Touches Tools and soldering technique

31
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Banana plugs & Sandwich spades: specifications

nextgenTM

WBT-0610 Ag Ag x x 10 (7) x x

WBT-0610 Cu Cu x x 10 (7) x x

WBT-0681 Ag Ag x x 10 (7) x x

WBT-0681 Cu Cu x x 10 (7) x x

WBT-0661 Ag Ag x x 10 (7) x x

WBT-0661 Cu Cu x x 10 (7) x x

Topline
WBT-0600 Cu+ x x 10 (7) x x ru

Midline
WBT-0644 Cu+ x x 10 (7) x ms

WBT-0645 Cu+ x x x 10 (7) x

Signal c
onductor m

ateria
l1
)

Suita
ble fo

r B
i-W

irin
g

Crim
p

Gold-p
lated

Platin
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Conductor c
ross
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m
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Explanation:
1) Signal conductor material: Ag = Fine silver, Cu = Pure copper, Cu+ = Copper alloy
2) Anodization: kb = cobalt blue, kls = black piano lacquer, ru = ruthenium-finish, ms = matt black

SurfacesTermination
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nextgenTM

WBT-0110 Ag Ag x 9 x x x kb

WBT-0110 Cu Cu x 9 x x x kb

Topline
WBT-0102 Ag Ag x 9 x x x kls

WBT-0152 Ag Ag x 10,8 x x x kls

WBT-0102 Cu Cu x 9 x x x kls

WBT-0152 Cu Cu x 10,8 x x x kls

WBT-0101 Cu+ x 9 x x ru

WBT-0108 Cu+ x 9 x x ru

WBT-0150 Cu+ x 11,3 x x ru

Midline
WBT-0144 Cu+ x 9 x ms

WBT-0147 Cu+ x 7,8 x ms

Signal conductor m
ateria

l1
)

solder
Crim

p
for c

able up to
 (m

m)

with
 nextgen

TM Technology

Nickel-fr
ee

Gold-plated

Dire
ct g

old-platin
g

Passivated

Surfaces

Anodiza
tio

n
2) (of th

e barre
l)

Termination

RCA Connectors: specifications

Overview of types and performance of the RCA plugs with nextgen TM technology:

Application preferential for:
Digital Analogue Analogue

high-level low-level

Topline 
WBT-0102 Ag xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

WBT-0102 Cu xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

WBT-0152 Ag xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

WBT-0152 Cu xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

nextgenTM pur
WBT-0110 Ag xxx 1 GHz xx x x

WBT-0110 Cu xxx 1 GHz xx x x

Eddy curre
nt d

isturbances

Wideband capability

Electro
magnetic

 shielding (E
MI)

CD,
AD-C

onverte
r,

etc.
Turntables

3)

Microphones, etc.

Preamp.
Power

amp, L
ine,

etc.

nextgenTM

WBT-0705 Ag Ag x x x

WBT-0705 Cu Cu x x x

WBT-0710 Ag Ag x x x

WBT-0710 Cu Cu x x x

WBT-0710 Cu mC Cu x x x

Signature
WBT-0702.11 Cu+ x x x

WBT-0702.12 Cu+ x x x

WBT-0730.11 Cu+ x x x

WBT-0730.12 Cu+ x x x

Topline
WBT-0702.01 Cu+ x x

WBT-0730.01 Cu+ x x

WBT-0735 Cu+ x x x

Midline
WBT-0763 Cu+ x

WBT-0765 Cu+ x x

WBT-0766 Cu+ x x

Signal conductor m
ateria

l1
)

CE-compliant (i
nsulated)

Nickel-fr
ee

Gold-plated

Dire
ct G

old-platin
g

Dire
ct P

latin
um-platin

g

Surfaces

Pole Terminals: specifications

3) Dynamic pick-ups (moving coil, moving magnet)

Polished surfa
ce
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nextgenTM

WBT-0110 Ag Ag x 9 x x x kb

WBT-0110 Cu Cu x 9 x x x kb

Topline
WBT-0102 Ag Ag x 9 x x x kls

WBT-0152 Ag Ag x 10,8 x x x kls

WBT-0102 Cu Cu x 9 x x x kls

WBT-0152 Cu Cu x 10,8 x x x kls

WBT-0101 Cu+ x 9 x x ru

WBT-0108 Cu+ x 9 x x ru

WBT-0150 Cu+ x 11,3 x x ru

Midline
WBT-0144 Cu+ x 9 x ms

WBT-0147 Cu+ x 7,8 x ms

Signal conductor m
ateria

l1
)

solder
Crim

p
for c

able up to
 (m

m)

with
 nextgen

TM Technology

Nickel-fr
ee

Gold-plated

Dire
ct g

old-platin
g

Passivated

Surfaces

Anodiza
tio

n
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l)

Termination

RCA Connectors: specifications

Overview of types and performance of the RCA plugs with nextgen TM technology:

Application preferential for:
Digital Analogue Analogue

high-level low-level

Topline 
WBT-0102 Ag xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

WBT-0102 Cu xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

WBT-0152 Ag xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

WBT-0152 Cu xx ≥ 200 MHz xxx x x

nextgenTM pur
WBT-0110 Ag xxx 1 GHz xx x x

WBT-0110 Cu xxx 1 GHz xx x x

Eddy curre
nt d

isturbances

Wideband capability

Electro
magnetic

 shielding (E
MI)

CD,
AD-C

onverte
r,

etc.
Turntables

3)

Microphones, etc.

Preamp.
Power

amp, L
ine,

etc.

nextgenTM

WBT-0705 Ag Ag x x x

WBT-0705 Cu Cu x x x

WBT-0710 Ag Ag x x x

WBT-0710 Cu Cu x x x

WBT-0710 Cu mC Cu x x x

Signature
WBT-0702.11 Cu+ x x x

WBT-0702.12 Cu+ x x x

WBT-0730.11 Cu+ x x x

WBT-0730.12 Cu+ x x x

Topline
WBT-0702.01 Cu+ x x

WBT-0730.01 Cu+ x x

WBT-0735 Cu+ x x x

Midline
WBT-0763 Cu+ x

WBT-0765 Cu+ x x

WBT-0766 Cu+ x x

Signal conductor m
ateria

l1
)

CE-compliant (i
nsulated)

Nickel-fr
ee

Gold-plated

Dire
ct G

old-platin
g

Dire
ct P

latin
um-platin

g

Surfaces

Pole Terminals: specifications

3) Dynamic pick-ups (moving coil, moving magnet)

Polished surfa
ce
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WBT GmbH · Im Teelbruch 103 · 45219 Essen · Germany
Fon: +49 (0)2054 87 552-0 · Fax: +49 (0)2054 87 552-22
www.wbt.de · info@wbt.de

2009
The CatalogueThe first nextgen TM RCA plugs which came on the 

market in 2003 initiated the gr eat success of WBT’ s
nextgenTM range of pr oducts, the next generation of
connectors. Never befor e has it become so appar ent
even to experienced hifi enthusiasts which loss of
sound indulgence can be caused by a “bad plug” and
how sound can become richer in detail, more dynamic
and opener if terminals with nextgen TM technology
connect your cable with your hifi system. This has pro-
vided striking evidence in a numer ous listening tests
over and over again … 

What lies behind nextgen TM is the idea that the plug
body as a whole does not function as a signal conduc-
tor anymore, but to separate the signal transfer fr om
the plug’s mechanical tasks. This is how it became
possible for the first time to use the best possible
electrical conductor namely one made of highly con-
ductive pure copper and silver as a signal conductor
and at the same time to minimize its mass. For the
mechanical functions and the plug body ther e have
been other (non-metal) materials applied like e.g.
glass fibre and mineral r einforced plastics. Ther efore
separate concepts have been developed. 

Audio signals run through this hint of signal conductor
apparently much mor e unstressed and fr ee of distur-
bances to a lar ge extent so that also you can enjoy
your music considerably mor e r elaxed. Because the
last hurdle of hardness and annoyance has just been
eliminated. 

No matter if you go for RCA plugs, sockets, pole 
terminals, spades or banana plugs… we ar e happy to
be able to offer you today everything what you require
in nextgenTM quality!
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